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LONDON: World shares saw their biggest
jump in over a month yesterday and the dollar
slipped, after weaker-than-expected US jobs
figures gave investors another excuse to push
back Federal Reserve interest rate rise expec-
tations.

European shares touched a four-month
high led by mining and oil firms as crude prices
jumped more than 3 percent for the second
straight session in the commodity markets.
Benchmark bonds  were also back in favor
amid the waning Fed bets, while emerging
market stocks were headed for their best day
since early July as the Fed and hot oil combina-
tion saw them soar 1.3 percent.

“We don’t expect the Fed to do anything

until next year so that lays the ground for fur-
ther advances,” said TD Securities strategist
Paul Fage. Though the Fed reaction and oil
price surge were the markets’ main drivers,
they were not the only factors in play.

The yen added to the dollar’s pressures as
the head of the Bank of Japan disappointed
investors who had expected clearer signals
that Tokyo’s monetary policy would be eased
further this month.

Though Haruhiko Kuroda signal led its
already massive stimulus program would con-
tinue, there was nothing explicit enough to
suggest an expansion is imminent. The dollar
dropped 0.7 percent to 103.27 yen having
gained more than 4 percent against  the

Japanese currency in the last six days. The euro
nudged up 0.2 percent.

UBS’s head of currency strategy Constantin
Bolz said the factors that had driven the dollar
higher - growing expectations of a Fed hike in
September, bets on imminent further BOJ eas-
ing, and increased risk appetite - had faded
somewhat, but that a fall-back was not surpris-
ing given the rapidity of the move.

“We shouldn’t forget that we were at 100
yen ten days ago,” Bolz said. Britain’s sterling
also did damage to the dollar. It hit a one-
month high of 1.3360 against the greenback as
data showed the UK services industry bounced
back strongly from a seven-year low hit after
the vote to leave the European Union. The

Biggest jump in a month for stocks, dollar falls
Markit/CIPS Purchasing Managers’ Index
(PMI) jumped to 52.9 in August from July’s
47.4. It was the biggest one-month gain
in the survey’s 20-year history and one
which beat all forecasts in a Reuters poll.

“It remains too early to say whether
August’s upturn is a dead cat bounce or
the start of a sustained post-shock recov-
er y,” IHS Mark it  economist  Chris
Williamson said.

“But there’s plenty of anecdotal evi-
dence to indicate that the initial shock of
the June vote has begun to dissipate.”

Asian stock markets rallied yesterday
and the dollar dipped after a slowdown in
US job creation dimmed expectations of
an interest rate rise this month but also
showed the economy still improving.

The much-anticipated reading on
Friday showing 151,000 new posts in
August was below expectations but indi-
cated hiring remained solid. Before its
release analysts had seen the reading as a
guide to the Federal Reserve’s plans after
its boss Janet Yellen-and later her vice
chairman Stanley Fischer-suggested a
rate rise could come this year. While most
market-watchers suggested the below-
par reading would l ikely  mean no
increase this month, there are still some
who think a hike could come soon.

“Markets hardly took it as a bad num-
ber, with conjecture from both sides of
the fence on what it means for the Fed,”
Cameron Bagrie,  chief  economist  in
Wellington at ANZ Bank New Zealand,
said in a research note. 

“Our take is that the (Fed policy com-
mittee) will continue to proceed cautious-
ly, with a September rate hike a tad early.”
In afternoon trade the yen edged up
against the dollar after Bank of Japan

head Haruhiko Kuroda left markets guess-
ing about his plans for monetary policy at
this month’s board meeting. The gather-
ing is being closely watched by markets
hoping the bank will unveil fresh easing
measures to kickstart the economy. 

But while Kuroda repeated a pledge at
a business seminar to unleash fresh meas-
ures if necessary-and waved off talk of
scal ing back on measures already in
place-he gave few firm hints about the
BoJ’s plans.  “While Kuroda denied any
speculation about tapering, he spurred
some disappointment for those looking
for clear  clues on polic y action this
month,” Yousuke Hosokawa, head of for-
eign exchange sales at Sumitomo Mitsui
Trust Bank, told Bloomberg News.

The greenback fell to 103.40 yen in
Tokyo, from 103.99 yen in New York. The
initially weaker yen lifted Japanese stocks
more than one percent in early trade but
its  strengthening through the day
weighed on exporters and the Nikkei end-
ed just 0.7 percent higher.

Hanjin sinks 
Hong Kong added 1.7 percent while

Shanghai ended up 0.2 percent. Sydney
was 0.9 percent up by the close,
Singapore climbed 1.3 percent and Taipei
put on 1.1 percent. There were also gains
in Wellington and Jakarta. 

In Seoul the KOSPI rose 1.1 percent
but South Korea’s biggest shipping firm
Hanjin slumped 30 percent at the open
as its stock began trading again after
being suspended on Tuesday as it filed
for bankruptcy protection. It bounced
back on bargain-buying almost immedi-
ately but still finished nearly 14 percent
lower. — Agencies


